
 

 

Computer Break down tips 
 

 

Computer Disassembly  

 

1. ALWAYS wear the anti-static wrist band. 

2. Never touch the inside of a plugged in computer. 

3. Be mindful of sharp metal edges. 

4. Make sure there are no magnetized tools in your kits 

5. Carefully remove parts and do not stack the up upon one another. 

6. Carefully place screws in the holders in the tool kits 

7. Don’t disassemble the power supply or monitor, they contain residual electricity. 

8. Do not put parts in regular plastic bags, they contain ESD. 

9. Mark parts to show where they came from 

10. Leave a demo assembled in the front of the room. 

11. Test all machines before disassembling 

 

Compressed Air Safety 

There are two major causes of compressed air injuries. One is the force of the air itself. 

When compressed air enters an opening in the body -- even through a scratch or puncture 

wound -- it can cause swelling and intense pain. If an air bubble travels to the brain the 

result can be death. Compressed air discharged close to a person can also cause a 

ruptured eardrum and other serious injuries. 

The second serious hazard associated with compressed air is that of flying debris and 

materials which can cause serious injury  especially to the eyes. 

Follow these guidelines for safer work around compressed air: 

 Always wear safety eye wear with side shields. Eye injuries from shavings, dust, 

filings, chips and other materials are all-too-common.  

 Wear other forms of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) as required, such as 

hearing protection and respiratory protection.  

 Do not wear loose clothing, jewelry or unrestrained long hair which could become 

entangled in moving equipment powered by compressed air. Gloves should not be 

worn when they pose a danger of entanglement.  

 Never aim compressed air at yourself or another person. Make sure that any 

bystanders are away from the air flow.  

 Do not use compressed air to dust off your clothing because of the possibility of 

the air entering the body through a small break in the skin.  

 Never engage in horseplay with compressed air. This has caused serious injuries 

and death.  



 Observe warning signs about compressed air lines and locations. Permanent 

compressed air lines should be appropriately labeled and colored.  

 Make sure portable compressed air lines do not cross traffic areas. They may 

cause a tripping hazard or become damaged.  

 Never lift air tools by the cord.  

 Before using an air tool, make sure it is in good repair and properly attached.  

 Disconnect the tool when changing parts.  

 Do not substitute any other gas such as oxygen for compressed air because of the 

fire and explosion hazard.  

 Never use industrial compressed air for supplied-air respirators because the 

compressed air could be contaminated with fuel exhaust or other gases or vapors.  

 Make sure any compressed air equipment is maintained on a regular basis. If you 

find something wrong, report it to your supervisor. Compressed air equipment 

must be repaired by qualified personnel only.  

 Compressed air can be an easy and efficient way to power certain tools and 

equipment. But be sure to handle it with care to avoid eye injuries and other types 

of accidents.  

Re-Assembly 

 

1. NEVER force a plug or card where it doesn’t want to go. 

2. Plugs are keyed to work only one way, look carefully! 

3. Always line up plugs carefully in order to include all pins. 

4. Always connect the twisted data cable to the floppy. 

5. Don’t be in a hurry 

6.  

 

Troubleshooting 

 

1. Make sure all power cables are plugged in. 

2. Make sure ram is connected securely to the motherboard 

3. Be sure you have a working monitor. 

 

 


